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Title of Item

Description of item
Total in account $13,651
Available for decision $6,560
Usage rate is slightly lower then time runs ~12,000/year I think
this is a good rate.
Budget overview
This is a short informative item, please put it first.
30 tickets for Disney on Ice performance. date & time: Dec 28
11am (school vacation).
$22 per ticket*30=660
Naomi - $400
$7 will be collected per person=$210
Disney on Ice
WEC will add the remaining $50
WEC Objectives & After going over the data from the Resident Survey, we'd like to
Goals after
discuss how WEC wants to better serve the community through
Resident Survey
events, advocacy, and allocate budget spending.

We are short on residents (practically no one except Esti) who
would show their holiday traditions in the party. We would like to
ask WEC to encourage residents to participate. We are also
looking for someone to take over the decoration and children's
Social Chair
Holiday Party
crafts.
We also would like to discuss shortly what people would like to
Social Chair
Date Night
have at the event.
We would like to hold gymnastic classes for preschoolers and
Partners
Gymnastic classes toddlers. 6 classes cost 1050$ for total of 25 kids. We would like
Community
for preschoolers
to ask parents to pay 25$ per kid. We are asking WEC to sponsor
Coordinators
and toddlers
17$ per kid = total of 425$
We are looking for a Yoga teacher. We are trying to find a teacher
that will agree for payment of 70$ per class, and hold 8 classes
Partners
for 15 people. Total cost will be 560$. We would like people to
Community
pay total of 20$ and for WEC to pay18$ per person and a total of
Coordinators
Yoga classes
260$
We'd like to host a holiday art contest for the kids in Westgate.
Children can use whatever medium they like (photos, collage,
paint, etc.) to create a picture with a holiday theme. All
Parents Resource Holiday Art
participants will get a prize. We'd like $50 to buy prizes with. The
Coordinators
Contest for Kids
pictures will be displayed at the Holiday Festival.

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
this item
are requesting.
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Item Type
Discussed, in the
future budget
should appear on
the Agenda

Naomi paid for the
entire amount,
money from
registration will go
$50 to naomi

Not discussed
We will change the
idea into asking
volunteer to
purchase special
food from
symbolize their
culture hoping that
will bring more
volunteers

2

Discussed
Passed, approved
for 20 participant,
depends on
$425 registration

2

300 $ Passed

1

$50 Paased
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Title of Item

Description of item

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
this item
are requesting.

Dinner at Filippo restaurant in North End. We are still negotiating
for the fixed menu, but basically it will be entree, pasta, meat,
Couples Resource dinner out at italian sides, desserts for 25$-30$ . We ask 10 dollars for 30 people from
Coordinators
restaurant
WEC. Each person will pay 10-15$ + drinks.

2

Presidents

We want to discuss the meeting dates for December and IAP

1

Discuss and get feedback on a fine/penalty system for private
wireless routers and smoking in the building

3

GSC funding cycle dedline is coming soon December 2nd 11:
59pm.
Last year submissions included:
1. Special Breakfast during finals - $325
2. Speaker series - $300
3. Purim Festival - $235
4. Cheese tasting event - $300
5. Bouncy house - $300 (not that we need another one but maybe
we want to apply for other capital)

1

Graduate
Coordinators

SecretaryTreasurer

Meeting schedule
Brainstorm fines
for Private
Wireless
Routers/Smoking

GSC Funding
cycle

Item Type
We will ask for $15
per
person+drinks+tip,
WEC will pay the
300 rest. passed
Dec13, Jan 3, Jan
17

Brainstorm,
Discussion
PCC - will appply
for projector: $600
from GSC and
$400 from WEC,
approved. Date
night - SC will
apply for the
reamining money
not granted from
LEF. Treasurer will
apply for Purim.
GC will apply for
Cheese tasting
event

